
Coffee Talk Script  9/23/2021 
 
[Before reading the script, greet people individually by name, especially if they’re new  
or if you know they’ve been having a hard time] 
 
Hello and welcome to Coffee Talk, the meeting after the meeting at OMAGOD! 
 
My name is ________ and I am hosting the meeting tonight. 
 
In the pre pandemic world, new and old members would gather after meetings at coffee shops 
and diners talking about recovery, and helping each other stay sober one more day.  
 
In that spirit, Coffee Talk is where people who are new or returning can get their questions 
answered about what AA is, how AA works, and ask how we have stayed sober. All questions 
are welcome. Hopefully you will feel comfortable enough to ask us for phone numbers and get 
to know us after the meeting. We understand what it’s like being new and we want to help if 
we can. 
 
Who is here for the first time or who has under 30 days of sobriety?  
We don’t mean to embarrass anyone, we’re glad you’re here and want to get to know you. 
Please introduce yourself. [Wait for people to identify] 
 
[Welcome and acknowledge anyone who responds, let them talk but not take over the 
meeting. Listen for topics in their share and use those topics if no one brings anything to the 
group] 
 
Now that we know each other a little better, let’s start off by asking if there are any questions 
about AA, Doing the Steps, What is a Sponsor? What are differences between Secular and 
Traditional AA, and especially anyone who’s looking for support from the group.  
Whether you have 30 days or 30 years, we all have only one day at a time. Who has a 
question or has a topic to bring to the group? 
 
[If so, listen to their share and acknowledge them for sharing or asking a question – then open 
the floor for others to respond. If phone numbers are put into chat without statement, 
acknowledge the chat and bring attention to it.] 
 
[If nobody has anything to bring to the group, suggest a topic from the opening shares, ask 
newcomers what brought them to AA, or check in with the newer people about how their 
sobriety is going. Give everyone in attendance an opportunity to participate, and don't let one 
person run on unless it is important. Interrupt if needed. Host discretion.] 
 
[Give the group a 10-minute warning at 8:20-ish. Invite those who are looking for support or 
who are willing to lend support to put their phone number / email address in the chat and 
encourage everybody to text someone they haven’t texted before]  
 
[Close by thanking everyone for attending, acknowledging newcomers again, saying 
that you hope to see everyone next time, we meet at Coffee Talk after every OMAGOD 
meeting. Remind them that they can stay and will be put back in the main room or they can 
exit the meeting now. Press Close Rooms]  
 
CUT AND PASTE 
https://bit.ly/secularmeetings 
https://aaagnostica.org  
https://aasecular.org/secular-aa-group-websites 
https://aa-intergroup.org 
 

https://bit.ly/secularmeetings
https://aaagnostica.org/
https://aasecular.org/secular-aa-group-websites
https://aa-intergroup.org/

